
 
 

Complains/ Issues/ Queries/ Requests Handling At Dubai Islamic Bank Pakistan Limited 
 

Dubai Islamic Bank has the unique distinction of being the world‟s first Islamic bank, a pioneering institution that has 
combined the best of traditional Islamic values with the technology and innovation that characterize the best of modern 
banking. 
 
Dubai Islamic Bank remains true to its roots as a customer-centred organization where close personal service and 
understanding form the basis of all its relationships. Following the same spirit, Problem Resolution Unit (PRU) under the 
umbrella of Service & Quality has been established and is responsible to play an intermediary role between the customers 
and the core units of bank to get their complaints/issues/queries/requests properly responded and answered. 
 
The complaints and suggestions received from the customers are given due consideration and weight age while reviewing 
the existing procedures and modifications are made accordingly to address the customers‟ concerns. The PRU is 
responsible for monitoring, investigating and following-up the complaint from the concerned units and from customers.  
 
The response to the complainant is based on the feedback received from the relevant department and communicated 
through the preferred medium of communication of the complainant. If the feedback from the departments is not received 
within the TAT, complaint is then escalated to the next level of responsibility, till its resolution. 

 
Channels of lodging Complaints/Queries/Request/Suggestions 

 
Customer can lodge the complaints/Queries/Request/Suggestions through; 
 

• Banking Mohtasib/State Bank of Pakistan • DIB Pak Phone Banking (111-786-342) 

• Direct Customer Letters to PRU • Emails through problem.resolution@dibpak.com 

• Fax (021-5694515)  

 
General Process for Complaint Resolution 

 
1. All the complaints/queries/requests received from the any of the channels are being logged in state of the art 

Customer Relationship Management System. 

• Complaints received through Phone Banking Channel are being logged in system and complaint is being 
acknowledged to the customer-number with the specified Turn-Around-Time for its resolution. 

• Complaint received via letter/mail, e-mail or fax is being acknowledged via Problem Resolution Unit through the 
same medium with relevant details. 

2. System automatically routes the complaints to the concerned department who is responsible for its resolution with 
regards to the “nature of the complaint”. 

3. After receiving the complaints, the concern Unit will start investigating the complaint and mark the complaint „In-
process‟. 

4. Concerned Department will investigate and resolve the complaint within specified Turn-Around-Time. Any 
necessary updates and processing will be done accordingly by the same unit. 

5. The Problem Resolution Analyst (PRA) keeps the follow up with the cornered units till its resolution. 
6. Upon resolution, PRU will review the resolution details and if resolution is satisfactory, inform the customer about 

the resolution details through the same medium. 
7. If PRU finds any confusion in the resolution remarks or incomplete details, they will investigate the issue with the 

concerned department. 
8. Each critical complaint is reviewed and the complaint logging/resolution is checked by the Problem Resolution 

Analyst-PRA. 
9. Complaints not resolved within specified Turn-Around-Time by the concerned unit is escalated to the next level, till 

its resolution. 
10. In the meantime, customer will be informed if resolution require more time through the preferred medium. 
11. Complaint will be closed after resolution and the details are communicated to the customer. 

  



 
 

 


